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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2052-Lorraine was no longer a beginner Pre-Saint who 
had just entered the Saint Realm. Instead, she had reached midSaint Realm. 

How unbelievable. 

There was only one possibility for such a result. 

That was, the energy she absorbed into her body had reached more than 80% or even 
more. 

As far as the four of them knew, when this forbidden technique was used, the people in 
the array would pass if they could absorb 30% of the energy. If they could absorb 60 %, 
they were very excellent, and if they could absorb 70%, they were extremely talented. 

It was rare to directly absorb more than 80% of the energy like Lorraine did. 

She could not even be described as just excellent. 

She was a genius among absolute geniuses and a monster among monsters. 

Such a person was very rare even in a higher civilization, let alone in Star Kingdom. 
She would belong to those insanely talented individuals at the top and have a limitless 
future. 

Eira and her sisters’ goal for Lorraine was 30%. 

As long as she could absorb 30%, exhausting so much energy to perform this forbidden 
technique on her would not have been in vain. 

After all, Lorraine was from a low-level civilization, and 30% was already very high for 
her. 1 

Yet, it turned out that Lorraine’s performance far exceeded their expectations. 

If they had known this earlier, they would have stopped Lorraine sooner. 

That way, there would not be so much trouble right now and the sisters would not be 
impeded by Lorraine. 

The four sisters looked at Lorraine, whom they had surrounded. 

While they were shocked, they were also enraged. 

When was the last time the four of them got injured? 



It had been too long, and their memories were a little blurred. 

Not only were they injured now, but they were even injured by their disciple. 

Just now, they were performing the forbidden techniques to improve the strength of their 
apprentice. How long had it been since then? 

Now, they were wounded by this disciple whom they had personally trained, i 

It would be difficult for anyone to accept this situation. 

“Lori, you are the best of all the women I have met in the many epochs of Star Kingdom. 
To be honest, it’s very rare and difficult to be able to meet someone like you in this level 
7 civilization. If we didn’t have a task bestowed upon us, we would have definitely 
treated you well and cultivated you into someone amazing, but unfortunately, the timing 
is not right. We are fated to not be able to do this,’’ Marin looked at Lorraine and said 
with a slight sigh. 

‘Thank you for the compliment, Lady Marin. It’s all thanks to you all that I have my 
current achievements. Although we can’t coexist peacefully and only one side will 
survive, I am still very grateful to you no matter the result is,” replied Lorraine. 

She captured a very important message from Marin’s words. 

The other party said that in so many epochs in Star Kingdom, she was the best woman 
the other party had ever seen. 

The meaning of this sentence was very simple and clear. 

The four women were not from Star Kingdom but from somewhere else. 

Could it be from a higher civilization? 

‘You have extraordinary talent, strong willpower, and good insight into timing. You know 
when to hide and expose yourself whenever you should. Moreover, you’re not sloppy, 
and with the addition of an alluring body, I have to say that you are truly outstanding. 
You would be a top genius even in our hometown, but it is just unfortunate.” Ursa was 
also 

amazed. 

Lorraine was now sure that her four teachers were from a higher civilization. 

This made her heart sink. 



Facing four teachers who were once True Saints and also came from a higher 
civilization than Star Kingdom, it was inevitable that she would be a little powerless even 
when the other party was at its weakest. It would not matter if she chose to attack at the 
right time. 

“Masters, you are not from Star Kingdom.” 

“That’s right! We come from a higher civilization which is many times stronger than Star 
Kingdom. The four of us are just our master’s slaves.” 

Eira revealed another shocking secret. 

Lorraine was still calm on the surface, but there was a huge wave in her heart. 

She comes from a low-level civilization like the Milky Way galaxy, so she was clueless. 

True Saint Rank was already an unattainable height in her heart. 

Even now that she had achieved Saint Realm herself, she still felt that True Saint Rank 
was unattainable. 

However, now Eira told her that as True Saints, they were just someone else’s slaves. 
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